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Blackberry
Sues
Company
for Violating
Keyboard
Patent

We are flattered by the desire to graft our keyboard
onto other smartphones, but we will not tolerate
such activity without fair compensation for using
our intellectual property and our technological
MONTREAL- Blackberry Ltd. has filed a suit in innovations,” said Blackberry’s chief legal officer
a California court against Los Angeles firm Typo Steve Zipperstein.
Products for violating its patents with a BlackberryLast December, the company reported a massive
like keyboard made for Apple’s iPhone.
4.4 billion loss in its third quarter, four times the
The struggling Canadian maker of the Blackberry previous quarter’s loss, as its smartphone sales
smartphone said that Typo’s 99 keyboard case, slumped by half.
which attaches a Blackberry-like physical
keyboard to an iPhone 5, «blatantly copied The company announced last month that Taiwanbased Hon Hai/Foxconn -- whose China factories
BlackBerry›s keyboard.»
produce products for Apple -- will develop and
“This is a blatant infringement against manufacture a number of new devices and help
BlackBerry’s iconic keyboard, and we will manage inventory for Blackberry.
vigorously protect our intellectual property against
Source: Menafn
any company that attempts to copy our unique
design.
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Microsoft Tries to Trademark
“Mod” in the USA
REDMOND- Microsoft is attempting to trademark the phrase “Microsoft Mod” in a move being interpreted as
a step towards renaming the Windows 8/8.1 interface. The software giant lodged a word mark filing with the US
Patent and Trademark office (USPTO) to claim “Microsoft Mod” and “Microsoft Office Mod.”
As ever on such filings, details on potential use are non-existent, but some believe “Mod” could become the
new «Metro» – the name for the Windows 8/8.1 interface that had to be dropped shortly before Windows 8 was
launched in October 2012.
No reason was ever officially given for the dropping of Metro, but it is believed Microsoft had been unable to
resolve a dispute over the name with one of its European partners.
Since then, Microsoft types have employed a variety of names to describe the interface, including «Metrostyle», while some continue to use Metro. Slapping a TM on it is obviously important to Microsoft, which owns
trademarks on the names Windows. Office, Xbox and Dynamics, for example.
Certainly, a new name would be appropriate given the Gemini wave of touch-enabled versions of Office expected
this year and the filing of “Microsoft Office Mod».
Source: The Register
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UAE, Russia Discuss
Judicial Cooperation

ABU DHABI -The UAE and Russia concluded the
three-day new round of talks regarding the agreement
on extradition of criminals and assistance on criminal
issues.

The UAE side was headed by adviser Abdul Rahman
Murad Al Balooshi, Director of the Department of
International Cooperation, including the representatives
from the Ministries of Justice, Interior, Foreign Affairs
and Attorney General Offices in Abu Dhabi, Dubai and
other competent authorities. Meanwhile, the Russian
side was headed by Mikhail V. Vinogradov, Deputy

Director of the Department of Law and International
Cooperation at the Russian Ministry of Justice and
other senior officials.
Al Balooshi said the talks tackled the draft agreement
on mutual assistance in criminal issues and judicial
cooperation between the two countries. Regarding the
agreement on extradition of criminals, he continued,
the two countries discussed cooperation on the arrest
of accused persons in crimes or those convicted in both
countries, adding that the agreement would facilitate
exchanging criminals between the two countries.
Source: WAM (Emirates News Agency)
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Oman - Japan

Sign
Agreement
on Avoidance
of Double
Taxation
MUSCAT- An Agreement on the Avoidance of Double
Taxation and Income Tax Evasion was signed at the
Ministry of Finance between the government of the
Sultanate and the government of Japan.
The agreement was signed by Darwish bin Ismaiel alBalushi, Minister Responsible for Financial Affairs, and
George Hisaeda, Japan’s accredited ambassador to the
Sultanate.
The Minister Responsible for Financial Affairs pointed
out that the signing of this agreement, which coincides
with the visit of Shinzo Abe, Prime Minister of Japan
to the Sultanate, aims at regularizing the Omani and
Japanese taxes for individuals and companies residing in
both countries, providing the proper legal and legislative
environment for enhancing economic, business and
investment relations and increase the volume of trade
exchange between the two countries.
He pointed out that the agreement is the 34th on avoidance
of double taxation with other countries. The Sultanate’s
government seeks to sign more of these agreements as
they enhance the competitive edge of the Sultanate.
Source: WAM (Emirates News Agency)
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dotAfrica to Protect African
Intellectual Property on Web
LOS ANGELES- African, Middle Eastern and South
Asian trademark and Intellectual Property law firms
have given positive support for the Mark Validation
System (MVS), that is designed to protect African
brands following the imminent commercial launch of
the new dotAfrica generic Top Level Domain (gTLD).
The MVS was the subject of a great deal of discussion
by firms who were participating in the recent Dubai
gathering of the International Trademark Association
(INTA).
According to dotAfrica Steering Committee chairman
Mohamed El Bashir: “The MVS is essentially a
database of trademarks and other proprietary names
that African organizations and individuals have
lodged with the ZACR in order to mitigate against
their abuse during, and participate in, the dotAfrica
Sunrise process starting in early 2014.
“The INTA delegates were especially interested
to learn that African brand owners now have an
affordable alternative brand protection mechanism to
the global Trademark Clearing House (TMCH).”
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El Bashir said to the assembled delegates that until the
latter half of 2013, the number of registered ‘marks’
with TMCH was still low. Middle East and African
brands are a tiny minority of current 20,000 TMCH
registered trademarks.
He said further that the expansion of internet access
and online participation on the continent was a
founding principle of the African Union Commission
(AUC)-led and ZACR-managed dotAfrica initiative.
dotAfrica is also fulfilling its capacity-building
through investing significant resources in the creation
of a world-leading African trademark data repository.
“Delegates wanted to learn about mechanisms such as
the MVS that will protect their brands once dotAfrica
launches commercially. They wanted to know what
dotAfrica meant for brands that are currently operating
on the continent, and we were able to outline to their
satisfaction mechanisms for reporting domains that
violate trademarks,” El Bashir said.
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Source: humanipo

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization

Adopts a Strategic Plan
to Develop its Work and
Services by 2022
AMMAN- Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org), the global organization for
professional services and education, held a two-day workshop entitled (TAG-Org 2022
– Improvement, Reformation, Development) under the chairmanship of HE Dr. Talal AbuGhazaleh and with the participation of the directors and heads of departments from all over the
80 offices around the world.
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Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh stressed on the importance
of this workshop to deliver a higher quality
performance in all sorts of activities and
services, to further support TAG-Org’s
current transition towards being a “Digital
Knowledge-Based Organization.»

Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh declared that among the
most important strategic programs set for
2022, is the geographical expansion, which is
currently being enacted through opening new
offices in Africa, Latin America, Asia and
Europe so TAG-Org would have 100 offices
worldwide.

He said: “We have marked the achievement
of our developmental and innovative goals Founded in 1972, TAG-Org is an international
in parallel with the 50th anniversary of TAG- professional services group, operating out of
Org’s foundation in 2022.»
its 80 offices and 180 representative offices
around the world. TAG-Org, is considered the
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh encouraged all participants largest global organization of the professional
to enhance their professional and cognitive services organizations covering the following:
capabilities by keeping in pace with the latest Accounting; External Audit; Internal Audit;
updates in the world of Information and Corporate Governance; Taxation; Educational
Communication Technology, in order to walk Consultancy; Economic and Strategic studies;
hand in hand towards the digital transition Management Advisory Services; Professional
that our world of business is heading towards. and Technical Training; Technology Transfer
Project Management; Real Estate Management;
He added: «Therefore, we should execute all Investors and Business Advisory Services;
plans and programs based on how to build Human Resources and Recruitment Services;
capacities, qualify and train new employees, E-Government; E-Commerce; E-Education;
and each of TAG-Org’s offices should also IT and Security Audit; Webmastering and
develop a comprehensive strategic plan up to Web Design; Professional Interpretation and
the year of 2022.»
Translation; Website Arabization: Domain
Names Registration; ICT Strategic Planning;
In realization of this vision, participants were ERP Consulting Services; IT and Internet
divided into teams based on their specialties, Skills Training and Examinations; Intellectual
and their deliberations resulted in setting work Property News Agency; IP Business and
goals which they have discussed in addition Asset Valuation and Branding Services; IP
to the results and recommendations reached Registration and Protection; Intellectual
by the closing session.
Property Renewals; IPR Protection and
Management; Legal Services (Solicitors and
Attorneys); and Public Offering.
Source: Ag-IP News Agency
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Publications

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh

Dictionary of
Patent Terms
Published

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) has recently issued Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
Dictionary for Patent Terms, which is the sixth in a series of specialized dictionaries
conducted by the Organization.
The new Dictionary contains around 20 thousand words and terms, including a section on
continuous controversy over the concept of patent, its legitimacy and application. It also
comprises other sections regarding green patents, patent governance, patent portfolio
management, analysis of information related to patents and patent audit, as well as a crucial
section including the most prominent crimes concerning patents and another section on
litigation and arbitration of patent disputes.
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Where We Operate
General Administration
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Kabul, Afghanistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Email: abudhabi@tag-legal.com

Karachi, Pakistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Algeria, Algeria
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Khartoum, Sudan
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Amman, Jordan
Email: jordan@tag-legal.com

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: kuwait@tag-legal.com

Ankara, Turkey
E-mail: turkey@tag-legal.com

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Email: bahrain@tag-legal.com

Baghdad, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Moscow, Russia
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Beirut, Lebanon
Email: lebanon@tag-legal.com

Muscat, Oman
Email: oman@tag-legal.com

Cairo, Egypt
Email: egypt@tag-legal.com

New Delhi, India
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Damascus, Syria
Email: syria@tag-legal.com

Nicosia, Cyprus
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Casablanca, Morocco
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Ramallah, Palestine
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com

Sana’a, Yemen
Email: yemen@tag-legal.com

Erbil, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Shanghai, China
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Jeddah, KSA
Email: jeddah@tag-legal.com
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